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WiMedia UWB and WiMax Coexistence
By Jim Lansford, Alereon, Inc.
The ongoing debate is not over whether or not UWB can cause interference with other
incumbent signals in the same band, but the effectiveness of techniques used to protect
the victim service.

The recent history of Ultra wideband (UWB) communications technology has seen
great debate over whether UWB causes unacceptable interference to existing users
of the same and nearby bands. This paper begins with the current state of
regulations, followed by details of methods for coexistence of WiMedia UWB with
existing systems in the 3-5GHz band, and limitations on the ability to detect these
incumbents.
Since UWB covers such a large bandwidth, coexistence with incumbent users, both
WiMax and others, is important, and may in fact be required for regulatory
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Figure 1. Distance at which UWB is at the noise floor of an incumbent receiver (assuming 6 dB noise figure in receiver).

approval
in most countries outside the United States. The spectrum of a WiMedia UWB signal
can be "sculpted" based on a priori decisions about restricting emissions in certain
bands such as the radio astronomy bands in Japan. The multiband OFDM
(Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing) signal permits flexibility in this
"spectral sculpting" that is unique to MB-OFDM UWB (Ultra-Wideband)signals.
Regulatory Concerns

The original concept of UWB is that of a spectral "underlay" in other words, the UWB
signal would have such a low power spectral density that its interference potential
would be negligible. The relevant FCC rules, under which UWB was authorized in a
Report and Order dated February 14, 2002, state that Part 15 devices such as UWB
shall not cause "harmful interference." Unfortunately, this term is never defined. In
an effort to protect incumbent services in the UWB bands while still enabling the
personal area network (
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